That the senators, lawyers, doctors, teachers, farmers, scholars—all pour out this year, as they pour out every year. And the passing years find most of them indistinguishable from one another. The only differences they received—only a name points out the differences. The South Carolina colleges slouch along with their inadequate tax laws, inadequate financial systems, and second-rate ideas became the natural order. So the voters fell for the raucous, bawdy songs.

Four years at the University of South Carolina avail not. It does not do for men and women to think—to think fairly, honestly, and knowledgeably. Education will mean nothing to the senators if it has no meaning to the students. And what is that? That South Carolina needs men and women who will speak and write their views even when Heaven knows, we have enough of the other kind.

Yes, each senior must think, or be a loso to the advancement of South Carolina. We have natural resources, we are endowed with man-power. From our colleges and universities must come brain-power. Seniors, can you meet the test?

---

**Morals by Legislation**

Editor of The Gamecock—

Senator! Let matters look lately as to whether students should be allowed to play tennis on the campus all out. It seems that the ruling which prohibits such activities on Sunday could not be amended if it was feared that the needs playing were Sunday. We have a trysting place to keep students away from church and I see no reason why students who wish to attend school should be distracted on Sunday afternoon, telling these silly jokes, or engaging in card games.

Is it fair that every student shall be blown by the same religious laws? In almost every other way a student is allowed to live as he pleases on the campus. The golf club has been allowed the privilege of selecting its own members. Why, then, should a student not judge for himself whether it is better to spend his Sundays in building up his body or concentrating on fatigue and quite often in the wrong mind?

---

**Savoy CAFE**

KNOWN FOR QUALITY

Open Day and Night

Police Attraction

1337 Main St., Columbia, S.C.

Class Rings and Pins Always in Stock or Gently Made Up

SYLVAN BROS.

Jewelers and Diamond Merchants

Winfield's Drug Store

1443 Main Street

Y.M.C.A. BARBER SHOP

EXCELLENT WORK

REASONABLE PRICES

L. M. McCray, Prop.
Your Patronage Appreciated

---

**The House of Quality**

Established in 1894

THE R. L. BRYAN COMPANY

Books, Stationery, Printing, Bind-

ing, Office Furniture & Supplies

Columbia, South Carolina

---

**SANITARY CAFE**

---

**SAVOY CAFE**

Believe It or Not—Marriage Doesn't Cut the Cost of Living in Two

By J. M. P.

DOWNSTAIRS where

WHILE he feeds the

HUNGRY MUSCLE

OUT SHEETS OF

TALKS of

NEWS print, there

WELL of doing

IS an old-timer

THINGS RIGHT no

WHO MAKES the

MATTER the trouble

TALK clearly

OR the cost—

AND when

THAT matter

SIGNS the final

THIRTY-ONE day

THE JOR there is

ONE way to do it.

WEAK—SPEAK

A FEW more days

DON't have to go

BASEMENT and park

ON a pile of paper.

THE LEGENDS

ON and ON.

PASTE on his hand

BUT somehow

DISAPPEAR and the

I HAVE come to

LETTERS come out

ONE day

OH HUSH

THE PRESSIES roll

VETERAN has shown

AND roll until

ME that no matter

THE veteran is

RULER owned

SATISFIES the

BE a WISE MAN.